
   
 
 

World’s first large-scale genome-wide study: research team in Kiel 
finds gene variants for severe course of Covid-19 infection 

Blood group could influence severity of Covid-19 symptoms 

Wednesday, 10 June 2020  

Why do some people become seriously ill with Covid-19 while others show hardly any 
symptoms at all? One answer may lie in their different blood groups. In the world’s first large-
scale genome-wide study carried out in cooperation with a team from Norway, scientists at 
the University Medical Centre of Schleswig-Holstein (UKSH) and Kiel University (Christian-
Albrechts Universität zu Kiel, CAU) have found gene variants that significantly influence the 
course of the disease, one of which concerns the gene for determining the blood group. 
Professor Dr. Andre Franke, Director of the Institut für Klinische Molekularbiologie (IKMB) 
and Member of the Board of the Cluster of Excellence “Precision Medicine in Chronic 
Inflammation” as well as the leading authors, Professor Dr. David Ellinghaus and Frauke 
Degenhardt, both of whom also work at IKMB, are responsible for this sensational project. 
The study is soon to be published in the online edition of the top-ranking “New England 
Journal of Medicine”. 

This publication was already accessible in a so-called online preprint archive on 2 June, even 
before it had finished going through the customary peer-review process that is standard 
procedure for scientific journals. Since then, it has been reported on throughout the world. 
The study showed that people with blood group A had a risk of suffering severely from Covid-
19 that was approx. 50 per cent higher than that of people with other blood groups. On the 
other hand, people with blood group O had an almost 50 per cent chance of being better 
protected against suffering from a serious case of Covid-19. Thus, for the first time, this study 
used an extensive genome-wide analysis to confirm two previous studies carried out by 
international researchers who had already described a potential correlation between the 
blood group and the disease after testing the blood serum of Covid-19 patients. An analysis 
carried out by the American firm 23andMe validated the results of the scientists in Kiel in an 
independent cohort of patients. 

Doctors from several hospitals in the coronavirus epicentres in northern Italy and Spain sent 
blood samples from their Covid-19 patients to the team in Kiel headed by the molecular 
biologist, Professor Franke, and the Norwegian internist, Professor Dr. Tom Karlsen. They 
examined a total of 1,980 samples from intensive care patients who had to receive oxygen 
treatment or be put on a ventilator. 2,205 randomly selected men and women from these 
countries agreed to be part of the control group. Within a period of just three weeks, the DNA 
was isolated from the blood samples at the IKMB in Kiel and 8.5 million positions on the 
genome were measured in every single sample by means of so-called biochips (SNP 
arrays). “Using these large volumes of data we were able to identify extremely interesting 
regions in the genome that increase or decrease, respectively, the risk of someone suffering 
severely from Covid-19,” said Professor Ellinghaus, who carried out the bioinformatic and 
statistical analyses. “Put simply, we were able to show where the action is taking place on a 
very large map.” Altogether, the study took less than two months. “We were only able to keep 
up this pace because everyone on the team in Kiel worked hard on this project every day of 
the week – we wanted to repay our clinical partners and the patients in Spain and Italy for the 
trust they have placed in us,” said biostatistician Frauke Degenhardt. 

Apart from the significantly distinctive features in the ABO blood group locus, the gene locus, 
which is used to determine the individual blood group, the researchers also found an even 
higher effect size for a genetic variant on chromosome 3. Which of the several candidate 



   
 
genes localised there is responsible for this cannot be identified at present. However, the 
analysis proved that carriers are exposed to twice the risk of becoming seriously ill with 
Covid-19 compared to those people who do not carry this variant. An especially high number 
of the Italian and Spanish patients who became so ill that they had to be given not only 
oxygen treatment but were also put on a ventilator had this genetic disposition. One result 
that was also responsible for the distribution of blood groups: among those who became 
seriously ill there was a significantly high number of people with blood group A. 

“We found these results both fascinating and surprising,” said Professor Franke. Especially 
the region on chromosome 3 had previously not been regarded by scientists in connection 
with Covid-19, whereas there were no statistically significant differences between healthy 
test persons and patients for other regions of the genome that had been suspected of having 
an effect on the disease: neither in chromosome 6p21, which is associated with the immune 
system and many infectious diseases, nor in the IFITM3 gene, which has been associated 
with influenza. 

“We have found that chromosome 3 and the ABO blood group locus describe real causes for 
severe suffering due to Covid-19,” said Professor Franke. “Thus, our results have 
established an excellent basis from which to develop active substances, starting from the 
candidate genes that were detected. It has been proven that a clinical study in which, for 
example, a drug is tested is twice as often successful if genetic evidence is already available 
for the target.”  The results could also contribute to improving risk assessment when 
determining whether a patient would suffer severely from Covid-19. 

The original publication is entitled, “Genome-wide association study of severe Covid-19 with 
respiratory failure”. The study was sponsored by the Federal German Ministry for Education 
and Research as well as the Support Foundation of the UKSH. 

 

 

 

Professor Dr. Andre Franke, Director of the IKMB at the UKSH and the CAU and Member of 
the Board of the Cluster of Excellence “Precision Medicine in Chronic Inflammation” with his 
team. Copyright: University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein UKSH 

 



   
 
 

 

 

Professor Dr. David Ellinghaus and Frauke Degenhardt, leading authors of the study 
Copyright: University Hospital Schleswig-Holstein UKSH 

 

For any inquiries, please contact: 

Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein 
Institut für Klinische Molekularbiologie 
Professor Dr. Andre Franke 
Tel.: (+49 0431) 500-15110, e-mail: tboeschen@uv.uni-kiel.de a.franke@ikmb.uni-kiel.de 
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